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Whether inviting to the eye or to the ear, what is the purpose of art if not to 
evoke? So What, the opening track of Miles Davis’ — and jazz’s most famous — 
album, Kind of Blue, dares to answer that question.

While deceptively simplistic in structure, So What’s sophistication lies within the 
measured ease of its three soloists. It is a classic study of how the sum is often 
better than its parts. For example, Davis’ spacing and held notes give So What 
a cool sense of confience. John Coltrane, on the other hand, implores riffs that 
ricochet against the simplest two-chord modulation. And Cannonball completes 
So What’s collective sound into a bluesy stride.

In the case of So What: A Visual Interpretation, curator Jo-El Lopez makes a similar 
statement about what happens when a group of visual artists are given the same 
piece of music to examine and reimagine? How does life’s experiences filter and 
factor through each artists’ process? How does it change across various mediums 
and formats?

In this exhibition, each artist’s work independently represents a cross section 
of styles, political platforms, and purpose. And with Lopez’s curatorial approach 
at the helm, the show presents itself as the perfect unification of visual art and 
interpretation of sound. 
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Mission
The mission of Gallery Aferro is to 
bring cultural education and aesthetic  
engagement with contemporary issues 
to all people equally, and to create an 
environment where artists can gather 
and share physical and intellectual 
resources. We are working towards an arts 
community that is available to everyone, 
without sacrificing standards or quality of 
experience. 

Accessing The Gallery
Gallery hours are listed above, come 
by for a visit! Gallery Aferro is a street 
level store front gallery and is wheelchair 
accessible. If you need special assistance, 
requests, or desire additional information 
about accessibility, please email our ADA 
Coordinator, Candace Nicholson, at 
cnicholson@aferro.org. We believe ar t 
is absolutely for everyone and are very 
happy to accommodate anyone’s needs 
but please give us 1 weeks notice for any 
arrangements that will need to be made 
at the gallery. If you require large print 
press materials please let us know 48 
hours ahead of time.

Sponsors
We gratefully acknowledge the support of 
our funders, sponsors and the individual 
donors who make our programs possible. 
The Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, The 
New Jersey State Council on the Arts/
Department of State, a Partner Agency of 
the National Endowment for the Arts, and 
RBH Group.

France Garrido, Transformation, acrylic on canvas, 32x32, 2000


